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boris, the world's leading real-time visual effects &
color grading tool, announced today the release of
boris 4.0 which features new features and interfaces,
including a brand-new editor, a brand-new workspace,
an improved visual effects & color grading ui, and
many other upgrades and improvements. new
features in boris 4.0the new boris workspace is
designed to work with the timeline, allowing an
unlimited number of clips to be edited simultaneously.
it also now sports a new editor layout, with visual
effects and color grading tools, as well as tracks for
your audio, video, and effects. the borisfx genarts
sapphire for after effects / premiere / ofx is an
impressive visual effects package for designers and
video editors. it allows users to perform visual effects
and color grading in a much more intuitive, easy and
accurate way. it has a wide range of advanced tools
and features that allow users to create awesome
visual effects and color grading effects, such as the
ability to use the plug-in’s 3d space for source footage,
rich-interaction controls, and many other exciting
features. the new boris workspace is designed to work
with the timeline, allowing an unlimited number of
clips to be edited simultaneously. it also now sports a
new editor layout, with visual effects and color grading
tools, as well as tracks for your audio, video, and
effects. what are the major new features in edius pro
6.5edius pro 6.5 offers several new workflow
innovations, such as 4k, 2k, and free size project
support with red native file support, editing 3d
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stereoscopic video, and avchd exporter to name just a
few. the editing engine has been tuned for better
realtime performance, and the enhanced proxy mode
opens up exciting possibilities for entirely new editing
workflows. edius pro 6.5 also supports alpha channel
export, making for a smarter workflow between edius
and compositing software.
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The two main EDIUS Express releases, EDIUS X and
the new EDIUS X m-Edius released at NAB 2019, will
make EDIUS even more powerful. EDIUS Express can
be especially useful when working with clients that
have low budget or are not willing to purchase a full

version. Most commonly used functions will be
available in both EDIUS X and m-Edius. Some even
more advanced functions and functions that have

been developed specifically for EDIUS X or m-Edius will
be there as well. If you are a Red Giant customer that

purchased products prior to January 1, 2021, youll
need to setup a MyMaxon account to use the app. We
have included a tool that will allow you to migrate all
your serial-based purchases. Once youve completed

that process its recommended that you delete the Red
Giant App Manager. A new tool from EDIUS will offer a
step-by-step video tutorial series to help new users get

started with EDIUS 10.x It's also good for more
experienced users as there's lots of info and tips to

help you become more efficient and comfortable with
EDIUS. This approx. 3 hour tutorial series will help new
EDIUS users learn the most important basic functions,
which allows you to quickly get started with EDIUS. It's
also good for more advanced users as there's lots of
info and tips to help you become more efficient and

comfortable with EDIUS. The new EDIUS Express
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release, EDIUS X, will make EDIUS even more
powerful. EDIUS Express can be especially useful when

working with clients that have low budget or are not
willing to purchase a full version. Most commonly used
functions will be available in both EDIUS X and EDIUS.

Some even more advanced functions and functions
that have been developed specifically for EDIUS X or

EDIUS will be there as well. 5ec8ef588b
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